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1.00 Introduction
1.01 This application is for the construction of a new Integrated Rehabilitation Centre (IRC) for AECC
University College at 28 Parkwood Road, Boscombe. The site is the former St. Thomas Garnet’s school
which closed in 2020 and was acquired by AECC University College for expansion of teaching and
clinical space in summer 2020.
1.02 Rehabilitation is a priority service that is under-provided for within the local area and this IRC will
offer a critical service to a wide variety of patients requiring rehabilitation services and afford further
clinical teaching spaces for the existing University College students. The new development is likely to
result in approximately 15 additional jobs amongst staff and will provide enhanced facilities within
which to learn and practice.
1.03 The Garnett Campus is an established D1 use (pre-September 2020) – the material period
allows the establishment of the clinic/ health centre function alongside the educational use within
the building and therefore obtaining a mixed use of F.1/ E.E within the Garnett Campus.
1.04 The application site is located within a mainly residential area with flats located in the buildings
that lie immediately adjacent to the site. The main AECC University Campus is located immediately
opposite on the west side of Parkwood Road, and Corpus Christi Church, parish centre and Corpus
Christi catholic primary school are located close by the site.

View of the site beyond Corpus Christi Parish Centre from St James Square

1.05 Parkwood Road opens out into St James’ Square which is a tree lined open space with the Corpus
Christi Parish Centre on one side bordering the AECC University College Parkwood Campus. Two and
two/three storey residential buildings form the other sides of the square. The square is unusual in this
part of the town and gives Parkwood Road a distinctive character.
1.06 The application site can be glimpsed from the square as shown in the above photograph, the
existing school sports hall can be seen between trees, a pale blue boxy modular building with little
reference to its surroundings.
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Former school sports hall

2.00 Existing site
2.01 The application site is the former St. Thomas Garnet’s school site, acquired by AECC University
College last year. The school buildings present a variety of visual styles ranging from two storey brick
and rendered buildings with slate, single storey brick additions with slate roofs, single storey flat roof
extensions, and finally a large unattractive modular sports hall. These can be seen in these
photographs.

Elevation from Parkwood Road

2.02 The school site sits on the junction between Parkwood Road and Harvey Road tapering in profile,
surrounded with close boarded fencing and walling, and with a number of large mature trees lining
the perimeter of the former playground. These trees are all protected by a TPO. These trees will
largely be protected and retained and enhanced planting will be provided within the new
development.
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Elevation from Parkwood / Harvey Road junction

2.03 To the rear of the school buildings sits an area of open grass formerly used as a private playing
field for the school. Since the school closed last year this has not been used.
2.04 Parkwood Road is typical of many streets in Boscombe, with a variety of large residential
buildings, many of which are large family houses, with some now converted to flats. These buildings
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display a variety of building styles, red brick, light coloured render, and are generally two storeys with
additional rooms within roof spaces.

Parkwood Road looking past St James Square towards the application site.

2.05 Harvey Road which forms the eastern boundary of the site is a quieter residential road with
mainly residential buildings, some of which have been extended to three storeys. This is the context
into which the new Integrated Rehabilitation Centre is to be placed. A typical Boscombe street with a
mix of residential and community and educational uses. A place where traditional design
predominates.

3.00 Site Analysis.
3.01 The former school site is a distinctive shape tapering towards the Parkwood Road / Harvey Road
junction. The southern part is an old tarmac surfaced external play space, with buildings centrally on
the site and grass open space to the northern part of the site. The section of grassed space to the rear
of 24 Parkwood Road is protected by a restrictive covenant preventing any construction so the
opportunities for new development on this site fall into three categories.
1.0 Demolish the existing sports hall and construct a new building on this site, with the
potential to project further into the site.
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2.0 Develop a new building on the existing tarmac playground, recognising the tapering site
and perimeter trees which are protected by a TPO.
3.0 Demolish the single storey and minor additions and develop a new building alongside the
main two storey existing buildings.

3.02 Initial design appraisals indicated that the existing classrooms and main areas were able to be
repurposed for the university to use as additional teaching and training areas. The sports hall was less
able to be repurposed as there is an existing gym on the Parkwood Campus site that is well equipped
and well-used. The existing sports hall is not of sufficient size to be used as the new IRC.
3.03 The tarmac playground space due to the shape and the position of the protected trees offers
limited scope for a new building and would not provide sufficient space for the new Integrated
Rehabilitation Centre.
3.04 A wholesale demolition of the aggregation of single storey and site clearance would be a very
expensive proposition and would require significant reprovision of ancillary facilities before the rest
of the Garnet Campus could be used. Cost and timelines render this option impractical.
3.05 The conclusion therefore is that the optimum site for the new IRC is that of the former school
sports hall.
3.06 Existing vehicle access to the site at present is from Parkwood Road. Whilst this is an existing
access the space, the space within the site for vehicle parking and manoeuvring is very tight. In order
to create space for vehicles to safely enter and exit the site in forward gear a new exit will be required.
Following initial comment from BCP highways a second access point on Parkwood Road would not be
supported therefore a new exit is proposed onto Harvey Road, and this arrangement, coupled with
new on-site parking provision will form part of the scheme proposals.
3.07 An Arboricultural Impact Assessment has been undertaken by Barrell Treecare, a copy of which
is included in the planning application information. A tree root protection scheme is shown on the
tree protection drawing also included in the application which will be implemented before works
commence on site.
3.08 A full range of surveys and reports has been undertaken to investigate key aspects of the site,
and these reports form part of the planning application information. These include amongst others a
ground investigation, ecology report, arboricultural assessment, heritage statement and
transportation statement.

4.00 Planning considerations
4.01 AECC University College is embarking on a major investment to create an Integrated
Rehabilitation Centre where rehabilitation services will be offered to a wide range of patients, and
clinical teaching offered to students.
4.02 There is an acknowledged critical need for rehabilitation services to be hugely enhanced across
the healthcare environment nationally. Boscombe in particular has been identified as being very short
of appropriate rehabilitation services outside of the major hospital sites, and the new IRC will go a
long way to meet that unfulfilled need. The services offered will bring together the skills taught at the
University College and provide a well-designed environment where many disparate groups of people
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can come together on their respective journeys to recovery. As an example, patient groups may well
include cardiac patients, those suffering from degenerative conditions, trauma victims, Paralympians
and elite sports athletes.
4.03 AECC University College has been operating in Bournemouth since 1965 and was the first
chiropractic college in Europe. Its success has been built on being leaders in musculoskeletal health
and wellbeing and its expertise spans areas in chiropractic, physiotherapy, psychology, sports, exercise
and health science, radiology and imaging sciences. The proposed development would enable the
organisation to increase its delivery of these vital services by around 14,500 additional patient visits
per annum, as well as lead to economic growth through the provision of an additional 15 permanent
jobs.
4.04 This proposal is supported by the Dorset Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) which is providing
grant funding to enable the project to be realised.
4.05 A detailed assessment of planning policy applications and other factors is set out in Chapman Lily
Planning Ltd.’s planning statement which forms part of the application.

5.00 Scheme design
5.01 The existing school sports hall is an unattractive building that does little to complement the site
and clashes visually with surrounding buildings. The sports hall is a pale blue blocky building that is
intrusive and unsympathetic to any of its surroundings. Its loss would be an enhancement to the street
scene, and its replacement with a well-designed attractive modern building would be an asset.
5.02 The design of the new IRC has been carefully developed to respect the existing buildings on and
around the site; to complement the designs evident in the existing buildings and surrounding
properties.
5.03 At the heart of the new IRC is the large multi-zonal rehabilitation area, in essence a large gym
space capable of hosting half a dozen different patient groups undertaking a variety of therapies which
might include exercise areas, free weights, resistance machines, one to one work. This area located at
ground floor will open out into the existing grass playing field to allow external exercise to take place
weather permitting.
5.04 A two storey range of buildings provides the entrance reception and waiting area, a large
integrated rehabilitation space, 9 No. consulting rooms for one-to-one work with patients, and the
usual ancillary accommodation. A 13-person passenger lift will ensure that all of the new facility is
equally accessible to all.
5.05 An open sided covered way will connect the new building back to the existing old school buildings
and link up to a new main entrance which will be constructed in the existing building facing the new
car park area.
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IRC proposed ground floor plan.

5.06 The first-floor accommodation comprises a series of consulting rooms, storage, and the usual
ancillary spaces. The windows serving rooms in the front range of building have been designed to
incline away from the neighbouring property to ensure that the new building does not overlook or
compromise the privacy of the neighbour.
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5.07 The new building has been designed to ensure that the overall heights respect the existing
buildings, and this is demonstrated in the elevation excerpt below.

5.08 Meanwhile, the brick and render elements would complement the materials of the retained
building and the glazed entrance would provide a legible sense of arrival. The curved, timber-clad
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element behind would give additional visual interest, while the inset top floor would add depth to the
building and reduce its perceptible mass.
5.09 As can be seen in the site plan excerpt below, the extension would project no further forward
than the existing sports hall and when viewed from the street, it would appear much narrower.

Position of new IRC in relation to the former sports hall and 24 Parkwood Road

5.10 The result is a high-quality scheme that achieves an excellent balance where it would have
enough similarities with the existing building to allow it to appear coherent, while at the same time
being a standalone addition that enhances the character and appearance of the locality. The scheme
has been carefully conceived to maintain a good relationship with neighbouring properties and
respect the welfare of protected trees.
5.11 The loss of the existing sports hall and its replacement with this high-quality scheme would see
an improvement in the street scene and the setting of neighbouring heritage assets. Gone would be
the incongruous flat roof and instead would be an addition that respects the eaves/ridge heights of
the rest of the building. The brick and render elements are an obvious nod towards the retained
building, but this addition would nevertheless be viewed as a standalone element. Enough similarities
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would make it coherent, at the same time as achieving an excellent balance that breathes fresh life
into the site through vertical timber cladding and a green roof, for example.
5.11 Residential properties are situated to the north and east of the proposed development. Taking
the relationship with 8-13 Colville Close to the north first, a wall-to-wall distance of c.36m would
separate the development from these neighbouring properties, which is ample distance to negate any
risk of harmful overlooking. Furthermore, it is important to recognise the nature of the proposal and
the fact that the treatment rooms would be operational during working hours, rather than 24/7.
5.12 Similarly, the distance of c.21m to the wall of flats 1-10 at 2 Harvey Road is sufficient in this urban
environment. Again, coupled with the use of the building, a comfortable relationship would subsist.
5.13 No.24 Parkwood Road is the closest residential property to the application site and it has firstfloor windows in its southern elevation. It is important to recognise that the existing building will
already have a perceptible presence in the outlook of this neighbour, including six high-level windows.
The proposed development has been designed with the amenity of the neighbour in mind, with the
first-floor windows angled to have an outlook towards the northeast and therefore avoid any windowto-window relationships. It is also important to bear in mind that the extension has been designed so
its roof would be at an oblique angle away from No.24, plus it would be set further back from the
boundary than the existing building. Given these factors, a comfortable relationship with this
neighbour would continue.

Side elevation facing 24 Parkwood Road.

Rear elevation facing Harvey Road.

6.00 Access to the site
6.01 The site forms part of the wider AECC University College campus, where plenty of existing parking
is available. Nevertheless, the submitted site plan shows how part of the existing hard standing to the
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south, previously used for outdoor play, is proposed to serve as ancillary parking. An additional egress
via Harvey Road is also proposed. This is to ensure that all vehicles can enter and leave the site safely
and in forward gear. The submitted transport statement shows that the level of parking is sufficient
to serve the development and the new access would lead to no highway safety implications.

Proposed site plan, car parking and access route

6.02 The development will have 10 new car parking spaces, including 2 No. disabled bays, together
with 2 No. 20 minute drop off bays. A service bay for ambulances, delivery vehicles and refuse vehicles
is provided within the site.
6.03 A covered secure cycle parking facility suitable for 20 cycles is provided adjacent to the entrance
to the IRC, and a covered closed refuse store will be situated within the tarmac area to the southern
end of the site, linked to a new footpath at the rear of the new parking bays.
6.04 The transportation statement submitted with the application addresses access, parking,
transport modes, bus, and train services in more detail.

7.00 Sustainability
7.01 The new building is designed to achieve a BREEAM Very Good standard. The initial preassessment
rating indicates a score of 60.04% will be achieved.
7.02 The building will be highly insulated, the single storey elements are all to be fitted with a Sedum
planted green roof, and PV panels will be installed on the south east facing main roof slope. This allows
microgeneration on site to offset reliance on power supplied from the National Grid.
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7.03 The new building will be heated using Air Source heat pumps serving underfloor heating matrices
at both floors. This is a highly efficient form of heating and removes reliance on fossil fuel as a primary
heating fuel.
7.04 Surface water drainage will be disposed of using a SUDS compliant soakaway network, with
sufficient rainwater run-off syphoned into storage butts for use in grounds watering during drier
months.

7.05 Trees and biodiversity – The site contains a number of large, mature trees, all of which have the
benefit of a Tree Protection Order. A detailed arboricultural assessment has been carried out by Barrell
Treecare which forms part of this application.
7.06 The proposed development will protect and retain the majority of the large perimeter trees that
form a visually prominent tree screen around the site, enhancing the sense of a verdant space.
Together with the existing close boarded fence perimeter these form a distinctive street scene in
Parkwood Road and Harvey Road which the scheme is eager to maintain and enhance. Barrell
Treecare’s assessment categorises every tree on site and identifies those to be felled and any other
tree works required for good tree maintenance. This document forms part of the planning application.
7.06 The boundaries around the grassed open area that used to be the school playing field are mainly
existing hedgerows with a few individual trees. The scheme proposes reinforcing these boundaries
with new native trees, Birch, Beech, Rowan, and Oaks. This will provide additional screening of the
site when viewed from the adjacent properties, and of course provide an attractive perimeter to the
field.
7.07 An ecology report has been prepared and forms part of this application. The scheme design has
implemented the recommendations regarding biodiversity and encouraging bats and birds to use the
site. To these ends the design incorporates the following bat and bird nesting boxes:
2 No. integral Ibstock Eco bird nesting box for swifts – built into new building.
2 No, integral Ibstock type B bat roost boxes – built into new building.
2 No. Schwegler tree mounted bird nest box type 1B.
1 No. Schwegler tree mounted bird nest box type 2M.

8.00 Heritage issues
8.01 The AECC University College main building on the Parkwood Campus is a Grade 2 listed building,
being a former convent, and later a convent school. A detailed heritage statement has been prepared
by Elaine Milton Heritage and Planning Ltd which explores the relationship between the heritage asset
and the proposed new building.
8.02 In that statement it is concluded that “The former St Thomas Garnet School site contains no listed
buildings or buildings that appear on the Council’s local list, but it is located across the road from the
main college campus, which includes the Grade II listed Convent of the Handmaids of the Sacred Heart
of Jesus.”
8.03 Furthermore – “The removal of the existing prefabricated structure and its proposed replacement
would preserve and enhance the existing context of the school buildings. Although of greater scale and
massing than the existing structure, the proposed development would sit comfortably within the plot
and would not appear dominant within the street scene.”
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8.04 “The replacement building would be sympathetic in terms of scale, proportion, design and
materials. It would not compete for attention with the Grade II listed former convent and the setting
of the listed building would be preserved. The proposals would satisfy the policy requirements of the
current development plan and the NPPF, which seek to protect the historic environment.”

9.00 Conclusion
9.01 The Integrated Rehabilitation Centre will be an important local facility and part of the local
community. The critical need for additional rehabilitation facilities and services is recognised by NHS
England. The proposal is supported by Dorset CCG and Dorset Healthcare University NHS Foundation
Trust.
9.02 The proposal presents a sustainable form of development, contributing to the economic, social,
and environmental wellbeing of Bournemouth:
•

The proposed development would make more efficient use of brownfield, urban land.

•

The development would lead to significant social gains in terms of education and the
treatment of patients.

•

Significant economic benefits would also arise from employment provision.

•

Environmental benefits would arise in terms of the energy efficiency of the building, while
removal of the existing sports hall and its replacement with a much more attractive building
would better respect the setting of nearby designated heritage assets.

•

The design and finish are appropriate to the locality; and

•

The design has been carefully conceived to avoid harm to neighbour amenity and ensure that
a comfortable relationship subsists.

9.03 The development will be highly sustainable; the building is highly accessible by public transport
and well served with footpath networks; appropriate in appearance, mass and in size.
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